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Thanos

Compact. Lightweight. Powerful. 

Designed for aisles, racking, workshops, 

multi-purpose halls, big box retail 

lighting and more.  

Thanos is a compact and lightweight linear LED multibay with a choice of racking aisle optics 

using a narrow lens to direct the light as required for the aisle lighting. It offers a choice of 

speciality beam angles of 30°, 60° and 120° depending on the required spread. 
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4000 Kelvin 

Available in 0.6m or 1.2m

3 hour integral emergency option

Optional integrated sensor options

Optional wire guard for an IK10 rating

Compact and lightweight, down to only 4Kg

Fixing bracket compatible with lighting trunking

Suspended via chain or rod, or surface mounted

Smart spirit level at the back for accurate installation

Precise engineering delivering excellent efficacy of 150 lm/w

Choice of optics to adjust beam angles between 30°, 60° and 120°

Thanos At A Glance

Components 

Thanos is built with a MEANWELL driver, to ensure 

reliability, It also features high quality, EPISTAR LEDs 

with only a 3 Macadam ellipse tolerance verified as: 

L70 B50 = 100,000 hours 

L80 B50 = 90,000 hours 

L90 B50 = 42,000 hours

Sizes 

Thanos comes in two lengths (600mm or 1200mm) 

to ensure ompatibility with different area sizes and 

required  illumination levels. 

Optics 

70W output light engines delivering 10862 lumens

100W output light engines delivering 15010 lumens

150W output light engines delivering 22530 lumens

200W output light engines delivering 28015 lumens

320W output light engines delivering 41857 lumens

Choice of beam angles:

120°60°30°
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Your Design

Your Specification 

Your Thanos

Extra Options

Emergency     Microwave sensor  Wire guard   

Mounting

Surface Mounted Chain Suspended

Size-Wattage

150W 200W

Beam Angle

30o 60o 120o

100W70W

Dimming

Conduit Rod Suspended

320W

1200mm 600mm 

Mounting Options

Optics

Smart Spirit Level

Sensor / Emergency

IK10 with Wire Guard
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Tyre 

& Battery Specialist

Thanos 100W version was used to light the 

mezzanine storage space of this tyre and battery 

specialist in North Yorkshire. RICOMAN’s lighting 

design team, supplied a complete proposal 

including energy saving calculations and lighting 

design. The end client was really happy with the 

result and mentioned the installation ease and 

flexibility along with the amazing output as the 

main reasons Thanos was chosen for this project. 
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Honda Workshop Lighting was upgraded by 

Ricoman on May 2021. 

 

Project contractors were ABL Developments and 

light fittings were supplied via Electric Center, 

Fenton. 

 

The move is expected to reduce carbon emissions 

from the company by 150 tonnes over a five-year 

period and will contribute to cost savings of around 

£1 million. 

 

The design consisted of using Thanos linear high 

bay at 70W. Thanos is ideal for aisles and vehicle 

workshop lighting, with an amazing efficacy of 150 

lumens per watt. It also features a choice of optics 

to adjust beam angles between 30°, 60° and 120°. 

The fitting can be chain or conduit rod suspended. 

 

David Smyth, Swansway Group director, added: 

“The message about sustainability is clear. 

Swansway Group has always been focussed on 

investing in the areas where we do business, and 

this commitment to reduce the carbon footprint 

for each of our operations is an extension of this 

commitment. We are very proud to be making 

this change to improve our environments for 

all our customers and workforces and to for us 

to contribute to a future-proofed, sustainable 

environment for us all to enjoy.”

Honda 

Workshop

Ricoman supplied vehicle workshop 

lighting for VW Crewe on May 2021. The 

worksop is part of the Swansway Motor 

Franchise who are based in Crewe. 

 

Project contractors were ABL 

Developments and light fittings were 

supplied via Electric Center, Fenton. 
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Original lighting consisted of 44 x 2x49W HF T5 fluorescent 

battens with trough reflectors mounted on 50mm x 50mm 

lighting trunking at 4m AFFL. Ricoman specification 

team worked to find the best solution to meet the client 

requirements.

The design consisted of replacing these point for point 

using Thanos linear high bay at 70W. Thanos is ideal for 

aisles and vehicle workshop lighting, with an amazing 

efficacy of 150 lumens per watt. It also features a choice of 

optics to adjust beam angles between 30°, 60° and 120°. 

The fitting can be chain or conduit rod suspended. 

 

Ricoman Specification Manager had looked at using the 

R141-03 Multiple Application Fixing Bracket to trunking 

mount the Thanos. However, the contractor  used the 

suspension chain “wrapped” around the trunking. 

 

In the specific project, the upgraded lighting managed to 

provide average light levels in excess of 500 Lux, up from 

300 Lux. From an energy point of view, the upgrade led to 

a  37% decrease in power consumption coupled with the 

recognized through-life benefits of LED.

VW  Workshop
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Product

Warranty 5 years

Applications Interior

Certification(s) UKCA, CE, RoHS

Physical

Colour Finish White

Luminaire Fixing
Suspended | surface

solid rod mounted

Construction Material Aluminium

Diffuser Type Polycarbonate 

Unit Weight
4.0 kg (70W-200W) 

7.5 kg (320W)

Electrical

Voltage Range AC220-240V

Power Factor >0.95

Inrush Current <60A

Protection Class IEC Class I

Performance

Kelvin 4000K

Efficacy 150 Lm/W

Operating Temperature
-20oC to +45oC

(0oC to 40oC for emergency)

Beam Angle
 120o standard 

 30o or 60o optional 

Operating Hours >50000

CRI >80 Ra

IP Rating IP40

IK Rating
IK10 (with wire guard) 

IK09 (without wire guard)

Macadam Ellipse ≤3 sdcm

L70 B50 100,000 hours

L80 B50 90,000 hours

L90 B50 42,000 hours

LEDs Epistar

Part Codes

Wattage Lumens
Length 

(mm)

Running 

Current 

Weight 

(kg)

R141400/70W 70W 10862

600

DC1.5A

4.0

R141400/100W 100W 15010 DC2.1A

R141400/150W 150W 22530 DC3.0A

R141400/200W 200W 28015 DC4.2A

R141400/320W 320W 41857 1200 DC6.8A 7.5

SUFFIX OPTION

/W 70W, 100W, 150W, 200W, 320W

/B30 30 degree beam angle 

/B60 60 degree beam angle

/B120 120 degree beam angle

/DD DALI dimming

/DL 0-10V dimming

/PIR PIR Sensor

/E Emergency

Light Distribution

Thanos
Technical standard specification

Suspended, surface or rod mounted LED multibay 

which is suitable for low to medium bay applications. 

Choice of speciality beam angles of 30°, 60° and 120° 

depending on the required spread. IK08 as standard 

and IK10 available with wire guard  - as RICOMAN 

Thanos. 

To specifyDimensions

WITH WIRE 
GUARD
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Thanos 

70W, 100W, 

150W, 200W

Thanos 

320W

ADD-ONS

R141-01

Conduit Rod 

Suspension 

Kit

R141-02
Suspension 

Chain

R141-03

Multiple 

Applica-

tion Fixing 

Bracket

R141-01 Wire Guard

30 degrees 60 degrees

120 degrees
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